
ACCESS B400

One letter ahead

Comfort and efficiency – for easy opening of medium to large volumes of incoming daily mail.



IT WORKS SO WELL, 
BECAUSE IT SLITS:
FRAMA ACCESS B400

Frama letter openers with slitting technology guarantee the best results

Is your incoming mail still opened 
cumbersomely by hand? Is your staff 
still losing valuable work time that 
could be used for more important 
tasks? Have you been aggravated by 
letters contents that have been cut 
up?

Frama letter openers do far more than 
just open your letters: They open the 
door to more convenient and efficient 
processing of incoming mail. 
With the Frama Access B400 letter 

opener, you can open letters of 
various sizes and thicknesses cleanly 
and rapidly. Its unique technology 
that slits letters instead of cutting 
them means that you no longer risk 
damaged letter contents and need 
not dispose of cutting waste. 

The machine is handy and compact, 
requires little workspace and very 
little room for storage. And the 
functional design matches any office 
environment. 

Those who have larger volumes of 
mail to handle, need to open large 
formats directly from the stack, those 
with thick mailings up to 10 mm or 
who need to open letters on three 
sides, will find the Access B400 to be 
indispensible.

Seven reasons to get an Access letter opener from Frama

Forget the daily, tedious job of opening incoming mail by hand!

Don‘t be aggravated any longer by damaged letter contents that have been cut to pieces!

Open all of your letters automatically, lightning fast!

Work more conveniently and even more efficiently!

Distribute your daily mail to the responsible departments for even faster processing!

Use your valuable time at work for more important tasks!

Invest in a Frama letter opener and by doing so save time and expense – every single day!

Access B400 - The only such device in its class which can 
open envelopes up to 10 mm thick without cutting!



PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Slitting instead of cutting Great operational convenience

Let‘s go! 

Simply place the stack of letters onto 

the feed table, push it over the relea-

se mechanism and away it goes. No 

sorting, no pre-setting, no buttons to 

press. The letters are automatically 

fed into the slitting device.

Brilliant! 

This reduces the danger of damaging 

the contents of letters and eliminates 

problems with paper-clipped corres-

pondence. Further benefits include 

no bothersome disposal of cutting 

waste and no risk of paper scraps in 

the opener.

Fully automatic

Easily done!

Frama letter openers are switched on 

and off automatically when letters are 

inserted. If a letter that is too thick is 

inserted into the Access B400, it is au-

tomatically rejected, making jammed 

letters a thing of the past.



SPECIFICATIONS COMPARED

Opening technique 

Speed

Letter thickness maximum 

Processable formats

Largest stack format

Maximum stack height 

Automatic start/stop function 

Automatic reverse in case of letter jam 

Letter release button 

Opening letters on several sides* 

Feed table 

Product dimensions (L × D × H) 

Collecting tray (L × D × H) 

Net weight incl. collecting tray

* 2 respectively 3 work steps

Slitting

up to 400 / Min.

10 mm

all

up to C4 / B4

8 cm

yes

yes

yes

3 Sides

26 x 22 cm

424 x 291 x 190 mm

322 x 267 x 148 mm

6.2 kg

Frama Access B400

Access B400



Thicker items of mail

Open letters on multiple sides?

Take it light! 

The Access B400 slits open letters up 

to 10 mm thick – with no pre-sorting 

required, thanks to the machine’s au-

tomatic adjustment to the letter thick-

ness. The opened letters are neatly 

stacked before you know it.

Please! 

Frama letter openers take care of this 

for you, opening two sides in two 

work steps. With the Access B400, you 

can even open C6/5 and C5 formats 

on three sides with the letter guide.

Large sized mail? 

No problem! 

Large format letters up to C4 / B4 can 

be conveniently inserted and opened 

with the Access B400. The large feed 

table enables the Access to process 

large formats, even from stacks.


